
Hybrid Work Solutions
Uncomplicate modern hybrid work wireless, 
with innovative ngena Wi-Fi

For many enterprises however, though the pandemic may have served as an 
accelerant, the shift to more employees working from home (WFH)  or in a 
hybrid environment will remain a permanent option. Can your Wi-Fi handle 
it all?

Challenge       

The coronavirus pandemic created a seismic shift in the corporate workplace culture by suddenly forcing an unprecedented number of employees worldwide to 
work from home in 2020. Since 2020, some companies have embraced a total work from home (WFH) environment or a hybrid work schedule for their employees, 
all of whom need best-in-class Wi-Fi and corporate network access to thrive in a hybrid world. That’s where the experts at ngena can help.

ngena understands that the base of any remote operations is solid and secure 
Wi-Fi to drive innovations of the workplace. At the same time, within an 
unpredictable time, enterprises also have the urgent need and opportunity 
to manage the costs of operations with potentially hundreds, to thousands of 
employees working from home or out of the office at any given time. CFOs, 
who are already under pressure to tighten budgets and manage expenses are 
always looking for ways to seize and leverage opportunities to reduce the cost 
of daily operations.

Solutions

The challenges of hybrid work wireless requirements
Maintaining the digital operations of the corporate hybrid workplace on such a massive scale is not without challenges. Gallup also stated that, failing to offer flexible 
work arrangements is a significant risk to an organization’s hiring, employee engagement, performance, wellbeing and retention strategies. Flexibility and mobility 
of employees requires stable, secure, and flexible Wi-Fi to ensure enterprise’s employees stay connected, productive and all enterprise data remains secure.

According to a 2022 Gallup poll, approximately half of the U.S. full-time 
workforce -- representing about 60 million workers -- report that their current 
job can be done remotely working from home, at least part of the time. We 
refer to these workers as “remote-capable employees.

To successfully navigate this current great migration to virtual work connectivity without adding additional cost savings requires an entirely new approach. That is 
where ngena Wi-Fi comes in. We offer the best in Wi-Fi solutions with fortified security, all with a simple platform that can expand with ease with just a few clicks.

Designed to continuously extract cost and operational complexity, reducing OPEX by up to 90% and CAPEX up to 30x. 

AI-core, true virtualization, SDN and open systems drives lights-out, automated, hardware-agnostic, 24x7 access network 
orchestration. 

Freedom from locked-in  expensive, burdensome, proprietary vendor systems and contracts. 

Highest levels of agility and flexibility in access network deployment.

Dramatically lower total cost of ownership compared to proprietary vendor systems, delivering a significant faster breakeven and 
return on investment.

ngena solutions provide new and unique business 
advantages for any sized enterprise including:
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Built on Cisco technology, ngena uses state-of-the-art cloud and 
virtualization SASE technologies. ngena is the first company to offer 
pre-built configuration for fast and secure deployment using its Secure 
Connectivity Platform as a Service.  

Key Benefits       
ngena wireless  has been proven to deliver up to 10 x TCO 
savings 

Provides leaders and IT teams accurate real time map views 
of  wireless networking usage and traffic. 

Seamless transition to secured WFH settings 
indistinguishable from the corporate office experience. 

Built-in persistent VPN connections continuously secure 
employee’s remote access. 

Instantly, and automatically authenticate and connect 
authorized WFH employees to enterprise networked assets 
and data. 

Easy to deploy and use with zero touch provisioning — 
automatically pre-configured by IT for employees to plug 
into their existing home Wi-Fi networks and just go.

Always controlled by the corporation’s central IT/network 
administrators. 

Key Features   
AI automated, cloud-delivered virtualized hardware 
agnostic solution. 

Seamless, single-pane-of-glass management portal and 
analytics dashboard for all APs in the corporate network 
— in remote WFH employee locations and optionally in 
the corporate office. 

Seamlessly extends corporate use and security policies to 
the WFH remote access network: 

    Persistent VPN connection — secure routing of work         
    traffic to maintain privacy and compliance 

    RADIUS / WPA2 enterprise functionality 

Seamless API integration between the neutrino8 
orchestrated WFH secure access networks and any 
existing corporate network. 

AI-driven, virtualized, hardware-agnostic and cloud-delivered, 
ngena offers uniquely innovative enterprise-class Work 

from Home Solutions that deliver secure, automated, 
wireless network orchestration powered from anywhere 

available all the time. 

Contact us today to get started with ngena Wi-Fi!

ngena WI-Fi: drives dramatic TCO savings

Companies can securely provide and fully control their WFH employee’s 
connectivity to enterprise network assets and ensure capable wireless 
operations that are easy to manage.

ngena solutions can dramatically cut any organization’s wireless access 
networking   TCO to a fraction of its existing costs. And ngena solutions deliver 
security, reliability, easy and inexpensive scalability, and anytime full control 
to support more remote WFH employees with “lights out” operations. With 
ngena, the digital transformation of the workplace is not just possible, it’s a 
competitive advantage. 

ngena offers state-of-the-art enterprise Wi-Fi at a fraction of the cost of most 
proprietary vendors. IT teams, managers, and leaders can access control of your 
entire Wi-Fi network straight from an office computer or mobile device from 
anywhere, at any time. In just a few clicks of a button, node provisioning can 
occur in minutes, no matter where you are connecting, whether it’s another 
room or a location anywhere in the world, ngena has you covered.

https://www.ngena.net/en/products/wireless/

